
Dear Parents 

Welcome to the Summer term! Where is the year going?! It is going to be a busy time for all with 

extra bits and pieces going on over the next 13 school weeks; recorder lessons for 4s and 5s, sailing 

for year 6s, SATs, the end of year performance and so on…there will be individual information for 

each of these as we approach them. 

It is so important to keep up the daily reading with your child which should include not only listening 

to your child read but questioning them on the text, their understanding of the words used and 

what’s happening in the story. Our current class text is War Horse by Michael Morpurgo; The story 

recounts the experiences of Joey, a horse bought by the Army for service in World War I in France and 

the attempts of 15-year-old Albert, his previous owner, to bring him safely home. 

As well as spellings and reading, homework will also take the form of continuing to access the online 

resources of Tackling Tables, Read Theory, Duolingo and SumDog. Remember that SumDog offers 

activities for spelling and grammar as well as maths. Access to these sites are monitored in school 

and points offered for those with regular use. 

Obviously, for the year 6s, it is SATs season so all of the extra resources mentioned will be supportive 

to SATs revision but the SATs club also continues on a Thursday morning for 27/4/23 and 4/5/23 

which takes us up to SATs week. If there are any particular areas your child wants to revise please let 

me know so I can arrange suitable exam questions. 

A polite reminder that PE kits should be in school every day just in case we need to change PE days 

or if we can fit in a daily mile. 

Our Christian Value for the term is Friendship and this will thread through our work during the term 

as well as our collective worship. 

If you have any queries or concerns about these or any other matters, please do not hesitate to 

come and see one of us.  

Thank you for all your continued support, 

Mrs Keir and Mrs Mears. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_I

